Civic Action Report on
(Introduction to the people)
Date July 9th 1955

I. - Organization.
In collaboration with the local administration service, the meeting had taken place in the house of the chief deputy of the village of Loi Hoa because of lack of public place.

II. - Meeting program.
We have not yet the model of program, so the team has dressed itself the program and here is joined the speech of introduction.

III. - Meeting.
II attendants with the village authorities (administrative council). They give their impression which we join here the report.

IV. - Observations.
We have won the people's confidence because of the clear and precise exposition by speeches of each team branch.

Loi Hoa, July 10th, 1955
for the teams No 2 and 10
Teams Chief's.
Le Vinh Tan, Nguyen Thong Phu.

Program.
I. - Proclamation of the motive of the meeting and introduction of the C.A. teams to the people (by a representative of the village authorities).
II. - Proclamation of the program.
III. - Speech for the introduction.
IV. - Speech of each team branch:
   a/ Branch of order
   b/ Branch for organization
   c/ Branch for information and propaganda
   d/ Branch for health
   e/ Branch for popular education
V. - Impression of:
   a/ Local administration
   b/ Authorities and notables
   c/ Free of speech
   d/ Answer of the team
Meeting closing: Noon.

Loi Hoa, July 7th, 1955
Teams No 2 and 10
State of Viet Nam
Speech for introduction to the people of the village of Loi Hoa

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Been the representative of all the cadres of the C.A. teams; to-day, I have the honour to talk with you and first of all to thank you all for your warm reception.

Our presence here raises consequently in you any question; so, I must precise and show you our mission.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

After ten years of storm through our country, we have suffered very much; with the back of all the people, the National Government has to relieve it, and especially to improve the people's living. The program drawn up by the Government will be performed by all the public servants organisms deeply and broadly gained through out in all classes of people from town to village.

Then, the Civic Action mobile teams are created to connect closely the government with the people. Our mission will be hard, it should show you the government program and carry it out, as well as to report to the government all the people's needs and wishes.

Ladies and gentlemen,

We, the cadres of the Civic Action, are citizens of Viet-Nam, we love our country we want to be free, we have struggled for freedom and we go on fighting with the same idea against all obstacles especially against the communists, at last we have the same ideal, fighting side by side in the right national way and if need be we would sacrifice our life. After a long trip, we arrive here and we will collaborate with you, we strain and hope you also, you would relieve all our suffered citizens and give them a better life.

To-day in this loved place and cheerful village, we see welcome; once more we thank you all....

Loi-hoa July 9, 1955
on the setting up of a "sport and youth club"

The meeting begins at 8.30 a.m. on 25/9/1955

I.- The meeting is assisted by the Deputy Chief of District, the village committee of Binh-Thuận and Tân-Phu, the civil guard of Tan Phu, the civic action team II and all young people of the intervillage Binh-Thuận, Tân-Phu.

II.- The Chairman of the meeting: Nguyễn-van-Hao
   The secretary: Đào-van-Kia

III.- Speech of the Deputy Chief of District
   Organization and project on the setting up of the Sport and Youth club

   Executive Committee of the Sport and Youth club:
   Trịnh-van-Hiếung     Honorary President
   Nguyễn-van-Khuê      President
   Lê-van-Nam          Vice President
   Lê-van-Ca           Treasurer
   Nguyễn-van-Hao       Secretary

   Technic Committee:
   Chief of football section      Nguyễn-van-Hiền
   Chief of volleyball section    Nguyễn-van-Nghi
   Chief of ping-pong section     Lê-van-Ngà

IV.- List of members  (has been mentioned in a particular copy)

V.- Fixing the daily and weekly activity program of the Sport and Youth club.
   This program is made by the civic action team and the Deputy Chief of District.

   The meeting is closed at 11 a.m. in the same day.

   Honorary President of the club
   Trịnh-van-Hiếung

   Chairman of the meeting
   Nguyễn-van-Hao

   Secretary
   Đào-van-Kia